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Jen Wittman:  Welcome back to Your BEST Thyroid Life.  I'm pretty giddy today to be 
speaking with Rory Green about turning down the volume on your inner critic.  Rory is a writer 
with an M.A. in Integrative Arts Psychotherapy.  After immersing herself in both professions, 
she decided to marry her passions and create Write To Be You, a reflective writing workshop and 
blog to help unlock creative blocks and explore authenticity and voice.  Rory has worked 
therapeutically with children and adults both in London and Los Angeles where she currently 
facilitates her workshops.  Rory also works with clients via Skype offering inspiring sessions to 
kick-start the creative process.  Rory is writing the sequel to her novel, Playing Along and plans 
to publish a Write To Be You tool-book and manual in 2015.  Yay!  You can find Rory at her 
website www.writetobeyou.com.  Welcome Rory. 
 
Rory Green:  Hi Jen, thank you so much for having me. 
 
Jen:  I am so glad you are here.  So Rory, you and I have talked about this; your workshops have 
been an integral part of my healing journey.  In fact, they have been so powerful they have 
changed the way I communicate with people.  Learning the skill of expressing myself in writing 
has translated into better relationships with myself and with others and to actual healing.  So, 
first I just want to thank you for that and I want to let everybody know, this is why Rory is here 
because a lot of times when you are dealing with thyroid disease, it's really a disease about 
communication and finding your voice and speaking your truth and there are all these steps in 
that that Rory can help us unlock today.  So, thank you for being here, Rory. 
 
Rory:  You're so welcome and it's so lovely for me to know that that work that we did together 
made such a huge impact on your life because that's why I do it.  It's so lovely to see those 
changes actually resonating in the real world with real people.   
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Jen:  I'm sure, we haven’t talked about this but I feel like when I first came to your course, I was 
really nervous and very shy and you know, I obviously expressed that I hated writing and wanted 
nothing to do with it. 
 
Rory:  I remember. 
 
Jen:  I mean, I hope you see that transformation because I definitely feel a personal 
transformation from the work. 
 
Rory:  Oh I absolutely see the transformation and it really is a lovely journey for me to witness, 
to bear witness, to sit with people as they go through their own process.  It's very humbling for 
me; I find it very inspirational as well to be alongside people on that journey.   
 
Jen:  Yes, it's wonderful.  So, I want to talk a little bit about your own healing journey.  Many of 
the speakers for Your BEST Thyroid Life have a personal experience with autoimmunity or 
thyroid disease; could you share a little bit about your own story? 
 
Rory:  My stories actually do have, as you know, autoimmunity and thyroid.  I have a thyroid 
issue but I have something called Vitiligo which is when people lose pigment and it's 
autoimmune disorder.  The reason that it's important for me is because a lot of the work I do is 
really encouraging people to have more compassion for themselves and to accept themselves as 
they are and I think a disease or a condition like Vitiligo which is very aesthetic especially in the 
society that we live in, really calls attention to me and initially it was something I was fighting 
against.  So, I had to use my own words of wisdom to write through it and to come to terms with 
it and to start to accept that this is where I was at.  So, that's part of my healing process, it's the 
acceptance of sitting with what is and working with what is.  But the real story of Write To Be 
You, which is very exciting was that I trained to be a psychotherapist when I was living in 
England.  I grew up between England and America but I trained there and when I move back to 
the States four or five years ago, I wrote my novel Playing Along and I was so excited, I had so 
much enthusiasm around it and I had an enthusiasm from agents and publishers and to cut a long 
story short, after all of this hype as often happens – I know there are many creative people that 
have experienced this time and time again, I started to get rejected.  The rejections kept coming 
and coming and instead of building resilience where I thought, "That's okay, I'm just going to try 
again," I really felt that it kind of wounded me to the core.  I realized that I had very low self-
esteem around this creative rejection and I felt kind of like my life force had been cut off because 
I really believe that our creativity is our life force and its mind-body connection and I believe 
that's when dysfunction happens in our body as well, when we are completely disconnected mind 
and body.  For me creativity is just an essential component in leading a really healthy and 
functional life.  So, I was at a complete loss, I was in a really dark place and luckily I had the 
psychotherapy training behind me and I realized that in fact, something very beautiful and 
nourishing can grow from this darkness.  So, as you know, I am interested in transformation and 
I am interested in how we transcend the most difficult periods in our life.  For me, I transcended 
that really tough period where I fell through rejection so personally by creating and planting the 
seeds for Write To Be You because I wanted to create an environment where people could come  
and write to process rather than to produce and I realized I had been so intent on writing to 
produce but I had somehow been separated from my own creative life force. 
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Jen:  And you have created such a special space in Write To Be You and I want to definitely 
circle back to that later but let's bookmark that.  I want to talk about you know, at some point, 
how you create a space for writing.  But first I want to talk about what is reflective writing and 
how can that be used in healing. 
 
Rory:  Reflective writing is – I guess it's different – it's sort of like journaling.  I see reflective 
writing as this big, wide arena.  I see it as writing with no agenda; writing without your internal 
editor, writing from your heart.  I see it as writing really what you feel rather than what you think 
although the feelings and the thoughts might get intermingled and I also see it as being a very 
playful process.  It can be painful and sometimes it is important for the really beautiful and the 
really wonderful things and the really painful things in the life to come together and to have a 
dialogue.  So I think, for me, reflective writing is a psycho-reflection of our internal landscape 
and I think it's really important to write with a pen.  I know, often people come to my workshops 
and they come ready with their laptop cases and I say, "I'm sorry, no laptops" and they go, 
horrified because we're so connected to our screens and our computers that I think it's really 
important.  It's a different, more intimate experience when the words start in your heart.  They 
move through your body, through your arm and really into that space on the paper.  It's a letting 
go.  It's an allowing and it's an opportunity for you to become aware of that critic, that inner critic 
that I talked about in terms of my own self-loathing.  My inner judge was so punitive when my 
book got rejected and I just looked around and it occurred to me that so many people are walking 
around with this internal judge with a big gavel, smashing them over their head, day after day.  
It's really exhausting and so I wanted to help people find a space where they could release that 
and find more compassion for themselves and more forgiveness and more love. 
 
Jen:  Can we talk about how an inner critic, you know, is – kind of produces a lot of self-
sabotage and so that manifests itself in so many different areas of life.  So let's talk about the 
inner critic and how we can maybe keep it from self-sabotage, why it does, what we can do about 
it. 
 
Rory:  Yes, well, it's a long and interesting journey that we have without inner critics that very 
pesky, little demons and they can manifest in all sorts of ways.  I'd like to think of the inner critic 
as – I think they originated – for most of us they originated as an external critic which we then 
essentially swallowed whole.  We ingested the external critic and then they intermingled with 
our own interior voice and they started to become our own voice and that can happen sadly when 
we are very young.  I mean, at very early ages in school, people can get shut off from their 
creativity, teachers become quite critical, if you are in an incredibly progressive education, 
mainstream education is very much about assessment and about following rules and about 
keeping to a structure.  And so from a very early age, especially around creativity, people start 
internalizing and getting it wrong; like I am not good at this, I don’t know how to do this and 
then that's the part of creativity getting cut off where it really needs the flow.  It's almost like 
there's a big knot, it gets tangled and you get tangled up with this voice, whether it was a teacher.  
For some people it was a parent that they had, a very critical parent, other people it might have 
been a sibling or a bully or somebody at school or anybody.  Even just a few comments can 
sometimes lodge in people's hearts and never leave somehow you embed them in this very 
shameful place inside of you and you start to tell yourself these stories.  I can't write, I can't 
paint, I can't create, I am not good enough and so, inner critics are tricky.  When I first started 
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doing this work Jen, I had this idea of yes, I'm going to help people banish their inner critics, 
we're going to get rid of them and I realized that that was my kind of romanticized ideal.  It's not 
true; I mean I don’t feel like you can ever truly banish the inner critic but I've realized through 
the years of doing the work and working with so many people who have been lugging this judge 
around with them that what it can do actually and this kind of feels counter-intuitive but that you 
can start to get to know your critics.  You can listen to them and strangely, I think it really helps 
to kind of befriend them.  You can do that through reflective writing.  So, as you know, we did 
an exercise with inner critic which I can talk more about if you want me to. 
 
Jen:  I would love for you to share that because I don’t think I ever articulated that as well as I'd 
like to but it was such a powerful day for me when we really started a conversation with the 
inner critic.  So, let's talk about that exercise you ran us through. 
 
Rory:  Well, one of the exercises I have people do and you can contest it; it's kind of a scary and 
can even be quite a sickening exercise and it takes a load of courage.  I don’t throw people into 
it.  I work with them for a while before we get here but it's actually to write a letter to themselves 
from the voice of the inner critic.  A lot of people hear that and are absolutely horrified saying, "I 
don’t want to expose to you or to these other people in the group actually what my internal voice 
says."  But ironically, there is something very liberating about naming the voice because I do 
believe that if the voice is internalized, it festers.  If we never really express it, it's just expressed 
in our kind of loopy, negative thoughts, then it can really fester and I think festering is where 
toxic substances start to grow and a lot of toxicity becomes – and that’s when we embody that 
and again, that could be the root of dis-ease is when something is festering inside of our body.  
So, I have people actually release it, let it go and strangely, and I think you had this experience, 
you think – you are full of shame thinking, I am the only one who is going to be saying these 
nasty things so your letter would start – for me it might be, "Dear Rory, I am so tired of hearing 
you talk about the same thing over and over again.  Do you really think that anybody is 
interested –" you can just let it all out.  I really say to people, just let it rip, just anything nasty 
that you say to yourself, just put it all on the page.  I always think of that scene in the Wizard of 
Oz, I don’t remember which it was, when they throw the – you throw the water on the witch and 
the witch starts to dissolve?  It's something like that, when you give that voice oxygen and you 
share it with other people, and you realized that you are not alone, there are so many other people 
who also have that internal critic, then it can be this hugely cathartic release.  So, that's the 
exercise and it takes bravery.  I think it is something that people can do alone but somehow it's 
even more profound and helpful to do it in a group or with somebody bearing witness. 
 
Jen:  Yes, there was definitely something to everybody being there and being a part of it 
themselves and bearing witness to it but what I thought was really interesting that came out of it 
was, so I am writing all of these horrible things that I think about myself and then I found myself  
wanting to defend myself against this horrible, inner critic.  I was like, "'Why are you talking to 
her like this?"  
 
 
Rory:  Yes, and I must say, I am not intentionally cruel because I hope you remember that the 
next exercise we did was to write a love letter. 
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Jen:  Yes. 
 
Rory:  And I have people – and that's exactly it because you can start to tap into an inner 
strength and resilience and an inner, loving compassion perhaps you didn’t even know it was 
there before almost this internal battle begins.  There is another voice because really internally 
our heads are full of voices and they are all trying to take center stage.  But you know, the critic 
is a dictator, the critic is very, very powerful and he knows or she knows how to take that stage 
and hold that stage.  Our inner critic doesn’t want us to see, it doesn’t want us to follow our 
dreams, to reach for our goals because then they'd be redundant and they really like to keep busy.  
My goal is to say, "Sit back, put your feet up, have a cup of tea, I've got this."  And so I hope that 
I help people to get to that space eventually. 
 
Jen:  For sure you do; what I always remembered was just you talking about turning it down and 
to seeing this visual I have seen like –  
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  – yes, that voice doesn’t need to be that loud; maybe that voice may always be there to 
some level but it can just be some background noise over here and not what we are attending to 
all the time. 
 
Rory:  Exactly, so it becomes the static rather than the main attraction.  I think it's important to 
have an awareness that you – so you feel more controlled because I think so many people feel 
ruled by their inner critics.  They feel like this is it, I don’t have an ounce of optimism in me or if 
I do have an optimism, there's always the sense of something is going to come and ruin it.  So, I 
think visuals are really important and also being able to write it down and see it; it's very 
different than just talking about it.  It's very different to put something on the page and I have 
seen that manifest time and time and time again.  It shifts things in a very concrete way. 
 
Jen:  It does and it happens quite immediately when you are writing it out and you can feel, first 
of all, all that stress and all that whatever going out on to that page. 
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  Then you seal that up and put it away.  And I always make sure to tell people about how 
we wrote the love letter afterward and you kind of said, you can always bring that out in times 
when you need that extra support.  I have never had to bring that letter out and it sits on my desk  
every day with a little heart on it and it's just looking at me.  But because we did that other, more 
vile kind of exercise where we had to just spill it and put it out there, it really released me and I 
don’t need this letter.  It's just great to know it's there but I don’t need it. 
Rory:  Yes, that's really lovely to know and interestingly, it's – you used the word 'vile' but I 
have had people – not to go into too much detail, I have had people who do this exercise and 
actually physically feel sick.  They feel ill.  They feel like something – and shame is a very  
visceral feeling.  So this exercise is all about releasing shame and Brené Brown, who you know I 
am a huge fan of, she has a beautiful quote which is that "Empathy is the antidote to shame."  So, 
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if you can release that, that toxic substance and that shame and have somebody there to bear 
witness and to empathize, it is a really profoundly healing experience. 
 
Jen:  So when you say to people like me, who are – and I notice that there is a little bit in our 
different groups, the high-achieving women or type-A people, people-pleasers, wanting to make 
everybody happy, wanting to make everything right for everybody, wanting to make everything 
perfect for everybody and sometimes you would just say, "Oh I don’t even have an inner critic, 
because I don’t even have time to have one –" 
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  – or are completely ruled by it; how do we help them understand if they haven’t been 
through your process yet that it's not as hard as you think to connect to yourself, to this 
perfectionism, to the inner critic and to make it go away? 
 
Rory:  Well, like I said, I don’t know if it's ever going to go away.  I think it's a process, so it's 
about all of them thinking, "Oh, I am going to get rid of it."  It is a process about getting back 
into a relationship with ourselves and I think that's kind of a strange concept for people but there 
is a real movement towards meditation and mindfulness at the moment.  I think there's a reason 
there is a movement because we are so outward-looking and I think that really needs to – and 
because of devices, as we all know we are connected to our devices and it forces constantly.  
There are many positives to them I believe.  It connects us to people beautifully and we are 
constantly looking out and I think the antidote to that really needs to be looking in.  So, I 
consider that the workshops that I do and the work that I do with individual clients is a process of 
saying, "Okay, if you are one of these type-A, go-go-go, busy-busy-busy, "Oh, I'm not hard on 
myself" type of person, but you actually are being hard on yourself if you are go-go-go, busy-
busy-busy –  
 
Jen:  Yes, you are super-hard on yourself but you are acting like you are not. 
 
Rory:  So, it's kind of like about, 'let's get back into a relationship' which is why I call it Write To 
Be You.  Somebody came to my workshop once and about three weeks in she said, "Oh, I get it."  
She said, "I thought it was about the write and it's actually about the you."  That's the distinction.  
The writing is the beautiful channel for the work but really why I do this is to help people get 
back into a relationship with themselves.  Once you have a healthy relationship with yourself, it's  
so much easier to have a better relationships with the other people around you.  So, I would say 
for people who think, "Oh it's too difficult, I don’t have the time," you know, my big thing is set 
the bar low.  I think if you just set the intention like, "I want to start this practice," I would say, 
just get a timer on your phone.  There's an app that I love, called Insight Timer, it's a meditation 
timer, it's a lovely, beautiful gong.  It's better than all the other sounds that they have on the 
phones because it's very soothing and relaxing and set the gong for five minutes or ten minutes, 
three times a week and just start writing.  I've got lots of ideas on my website and also I am 
hoping to put this in the book; lots of different ideas, lots of different ways in letters being  
one of them.  Letters to self, letters to other people, write what you are afraid to say, write what 
you remember on why those memories are important.  There's something really essential so that's 
stepping into our story, so getting back in dialogue with ourselves.  So, as I said, set the bar low, 
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my thing that I always say to people is that I know that we live in a world of over-achievement 
especially now with the internet, you would just get to be a voyeur of so many people doing all 
these extraordinary things that it becomes hard just to feel like, I am just ordinary and there's 
something so magnificent about being ordinary.  So, I always say, if you set the bar too high, you 
will dislocate your shoulder.  So, just keep it low, it's fine, start by writing three times a week for 
five to ten minutes and that this dialogue will suddenly come into this journal and it will be like 
this lovely space, this reflective time out when you get to have a relationship with yourself.   
 
Jen:  Do you have any other tips for – a lot of people use the distraction of being busy or the 
distraction of anything.  They just throw distractions and in their ways because they really don’t 
want to sit with themselves because they have this feeling –  
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  – if I sit down for a second, the monster is going to come out.  So what kind of strategies 
can we give these people for just even sitting down to want to write?  I was terrified of it because 
I didn’t want to look in the mirror really. 
 
Rory:  Yes, and that is, I mean that is reflective writing so there is something about that 
reflection like what are you going to see reflected back to you. 
 
Jen:  Right. 
 
Rory:  And I appreciate you saying that because I know it sounds very easy for me to say, "Yes, 
just get the journal and sit down" and I know for some people, it's a much more arduous process 
and it's a much more painful process.  So, I would say just to – you can't force people into – you 
can't force people to do this.  There has to be an intention, there has to be somewhere inside of 
that heart where they think, "I want this" or "I need this" or a sense of yearning or a craving.  So, 
I think it has to start with a small intention and for me, I would say like bring that intention even 
just to choosing a notebook.  That's a starting place, start slowly and choose a journal with 
intention because that's already becoming a reflection.  If you are really slowing down and 
tapping into what feels good, what looks good, what do I – what looks good to me when I – what 
color speaks to me?  If there's a journal with an image or perhaps it's a journal reminds you of  
something of your childhood.  You had a similar notebook because a lot of us were very prolific 
in our childhoods.  I don’t know about you but I know many people have shared in my 
workshops that they had lots of notebooks and journals and dairies.  So, it's a lovely way to kind 
of bring that back into our lives and so choose a journal with intention, really think carefully 
about why does this journal feel like a right place; that journal is important, it's going to be the 
container, it's going to be the container for these thoughts; the good thoughts, the bad thoughts, 
the ugly thoughts, the beautiful thoughts.  I think that's where mindfulness comes in again.  I 
think the mindfulness practices and the reflective writing practices really hold hands.  They work 
well and they work in conjunction with each other because some of the main tenants of 
mindfulness are trying to embrace yourself with a non-judgmental presence.  So what you are 
saying is that how can we do this?  How can we look at our monsters when I am so terrified of 
them and so judging and they are so bad?  But there is something about mindfulness where it's 
encouraging us to just allow things in; the good and the bad.  There's a beautiful poem by Rumi 
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called, The Guest House; I don’t remember the exact words but I would really love for people to 
look that up, The Guest House because it's about opening your doors and letting all in and kind 
of letting it.  So, that's what I mean about the inner critic like you know, invite the inner critic in.  
I know it's terrifying but the monster, it does become smaller and you realize actually the inner 
critic has moved into you for so many different reasons.  It's a scared part of you, it's an insecure 
part of you, it's a part that actually needs tender attention.  So I know it sounds easy and it's not 
easy but I think that if you put the time and the intention and the attention into it, then it's a very 
worthwhile practice.  Your own example, I have seen so many people profoundly transformed 
and heal from doing this work. 
 
Jen:  Let's talk about setting the stage because when I would come to your course, even from the 
front door, we kind of knew what was going on.  You set the stage for us there and then inside 
your house, you really made it a sacred space.  So let's give some tips for how to make a sacred 
space to kind of lean into our writing and maybe make it a little bit more tantalizing to sit down 
with a pen. 
 
Rory:  Yes, well I think that's a really good reminder because this type of a practice, as in any 
other practice, a meditation practice or a yoga practice or a Pilates practice or any, it becomes 
like a ritual.  So, it's a ritualistic practice and I think that's what you are speaking to, that I try and 
make the workshops a very safe and comforting environment.  I try and create the right 
conditions because I think the creativity – as anything, for growth you need the right condition.  
So, if you don’t have the right soil with just the right fertilizer or quite the right nutrients, you are 
not going to get the plants to grow.  So, the conditions, the quality of the soil is it needs to be 
fertile.  It's really important.  So, even if you are starting a practice on your own, I think you can, 
again, by choosing a journal, by choosing a time and a space, maybe writing away from the 
computer, maybe there is a lovely, cozy armchair or a certain part of your house that you love or 
maybe there's somewhere in nature that you would like to go and visit.  So, it could be a park or 
in a garden or somewhere where you really taking that time out and I am talking about doing this 
for ten minutes.  If you get into it, then do it for longer but really to begin with, just ten minutes, 
three times a week, can really make a big impact.  If you are doing it at home, I would suggest, 
almost making like a lovely little altar for yourself.  Light a candle, maybe choose a few 
significant objects that can be inspiration; so you can find your own personal little muse to 
counteract the demon or print images.  I always work with clients with images; so if there's a 
particular image that really speaks to you, then put that in your journal and reflect on that before 
you start writing so you feel nourished by that image.  It might be a picture of a landscape or a 
flower or a person or an animal; it could be anything but something to marry the words with the 
images is very important.  So, there's lots of us that are thinking images in our brains and in our 
minds and in our hearts.   
 
Jen:  And I'm glad that you brought up that you only need to put ten minutes a day; it could even 
be five if you are really overwhelmed –  
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  - and intimidated by it.  The way you did it in our course, sometimes, it was ten minutes 
and that seemed so daunting and so scary and we’d all start writing and then you are ringing the  
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bell on us and everybody is like, "Oh I'm not done yet." 
 
Rory:  I know. 
 
Jen:   When you get started, like once you ease into it, the words really start coming out.  So if 
you just say to yourself, you know, I am just going to do it for two minutes and then see what 
happens –  
 
Rory:  Exactly. 
 
Jen:  – you will be very surprised right? 
 
Rory:  Absolutely and I encourage people; if you feel that critic or if you feel that creative block 
the moment you sit down, sometimes I throw a prompt out.  I had it happen this morning and I 
threw a prompt out and suddenly it was just like – it just became – she used the word "seized," 
she said, "I seized up, I didn’t know what to write."  But then I really encourage people to keep 
the pen on the page and write.  That's where you start.  "I am seized up, I don’t know what to 
write, I don’t know what to write, I don’t know what to write" and eventually, even if you write 
two pages of "I don’t know what to write," something will come.  You'll get so bored of that, 
something will find its way through.  So it's kind of like having faith in yourself.  This work is 
very much about not giving up on yourself.  It really is about loving yourself enough to think I'm 
going to show up for me and I am going to do the work and I'm going to try and find the inherent 
healing within this work so I can feel better.  I can function better without the people in my life.  
I mean for me, that was the most significant when I started to do this work and I found more 
compassion for myself, more forgiveness for myself and the critic turned down, I found that I 
was so much nicer to other people.  I was nicer to my husband, I was nicer to my kids, I was 
nicer to my mother, I think everybody was very relieved.  So, there's reason enough for that and 
really like I said, has a resonance out in the world. 
 
Jen:  Yes, and I think it can really.  Well, it has been my experience personally that it can really 
help you learn how to communicate in a better way that's less charged and going through your 
course, both of your courses actually, really helped change my relationship with many family 
members and in terms of how I communicate with them.  The way you communicate with 
somebody can be so powerful and that can set the stage for how your entire relationship will be 
with them.  So going through these exercises and really first connecting to yourself and learning 
who you are and then learning how you want to be in the world can really help.  It impacts 
everything; your health, your relationships in your life. 
 
Rory:  It's very true.  I was working with a woman once and she really – she wasn’t jazzed by 
the whole writing thing; similar to you but she never really got into it and at the end of the 
course, she said, "I loved that experience."  She said, "But I still just don’t want to write."  So, I 
said, "That's fine everybody has a unique experience of coming to Write To Be You" and I said, 
"Well, let it sit and see what happens."  It was so fascinating because about four months later, I 
had this very lovely, very touching email from her.  She said, I realized what it was.  She said, "I 
found my voice."  She said, "I realized how terrified I was of public speaking and I was in a 
group recently –" I think she was at a school meeting or something where she had an opinion that 
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she really wanted to share and previously she just wouldn’t.  She would have swallowed that 
opinion.  She wouldn’t even have wanted to hear her own voice.  But because of her experience 
of coming and doing the work at Write To Be You, she was able to stand up and speak out and 
not be intimidated and feel confident.  I was just so – that was one of the best testimonials I ever 
had.  I was so touched by that and this was the woman that really had no interest in writing at all. 
 
Jen:  It happens to the best of us. 
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  Well, it's so important when we are talking about thyroid again, as your thyroid  it's in your 
fifth chakra, it's the seat of communication, that finding your voice and then sounding out your 
voice, that is what is going to help heal.  I'm so happy to hear that this woman has had that 
experience where she found her voice and actually used it because it's when we start using our 
voice that we can really start reversing thyroid disease and it's on a bigger level but it's so 
important.  You can find people who will do everything perfectly with their diet and their fitness 
but they won't change something in their lifestyle or maybe they are doing everything "perfectly" 
in their lifestyle but they won't tell people what they really think.  Healing does not come to them 
because they are not expressing themselves.  They are not using their voice. 
 
Rory:  Yes, absolutely and as I suggested, that goes right back to what I said, when something is 
suppressed it festers and then it's almost like these toxic fumes start to be released.  So, that 
really ties right back into that.   
 
Jen:  There has been a lot of research recently on how mindfulness meditation practice can 
reduce your stress and help to rewire our brains.  How can you link this research to a reflective 
writing practice? 
 
Rory:  Well, there's actually been a lot of research.  Like I said, I think mindfulness and 
reflective writing they really go hand in hand.  I mean they really do because I heard Tara Brach, 
who is a wonderful meditation teacher say once that mindfulness meditation is kind of like 
spiritually re-parenting ourselves because – and I loved this thought because we are taking the 
time to sit with ourselves and to see inside of ourselves and the whole idea is to do this with an 
unconditional and loving presence rather than a judgmental presence.  And really for those of us 
who are parents, that's the ideal, that's what we want to offer to our kids; this unconditional, safe 
and loving presence.  So I believe that reflective writing really mirrors that.  If you can work 
through the inner critic, if you can work through the judger, if you can work through the 
oppressor that's trying to keep you down and the strangler who is trying to stop you from 
speaking, and you can just keep writing; not to read it back and say, "Oh that was good" or "That 
was bad" or "I didn’t like that" or "I'm rubbish" or – but just to let it out and that's another thing 
about mindfulness.  It's very much about non-attachment, it's about noticing our thoughts as we 
sit and meditate and then learning to let them go.  So reflective writing is about learning to let 
something go out on to the page and releasing it "back into the universe" if you will so it doesn’t 
have so much power over us.  I do think it rewires our brains, I absolutely believe in that and 
there's been some really interesting research done even just on expressive and reflective writing.  
I read about a study in New Zealand where people who had experienced a traumatic event, they 
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asked them to write in a journal for two weeks; every day for two weeks to write out their 
feelings and thoughts about the trauma and those people also had physical wounds and their 
physical wounds healed faster than the other control group who were not writing in the journal.  
And I just thought, well, there you have it, that's actual proof that also the mind-body connection 
and I know it also helps people to sleep better.  You asked me about tips and one of the other tips 
I was going to say or ideas for people because it's all about getting the journal and people might 
think, now what do I do? 
 
Jen:  Right. 
 
Rory:  So, I have a million ideas but I really believe just to free-write initially just like I said, get 
out what's in your head.  It's almost like kind of emptying the garbage, if you will and then, I 
believe, just writing from a prompt which could be anything.  It could be a poem that you loved, 
you can choose a line and write from the poem, it could be opening up a novel on your bookshelf 
or in your Kindle and choosing a chapter or a line or reading it and thinking, what is that 
inspiring me?  What do I want to write about having read that?  Giving yourself permission to 
just let it – I think about it just like a trampoline.  You just jump from there and you can travel 
anywhere.  I also love the idea of 'you said it'; like what is it that you are afraid to say to people.  
Sometimes it would be so difficult but as long as you can practice writing it out.  If I could really 
say what I wanted to say to whoever it is that you are in conflict with in your life, what is it that I 
would say?  So, I'm really into letter-writing and these are letters that don’t necessarily need to 
be sent.  Perhaps you need to heal, there's some unhealed grief or there's some unprocessed grief 
and you need to heal and you need to speak and write something to somebody in your life, 
somebody important who has died.  I think that can be hugely cathartic and I also think that 
keeping a gratitude part of your journal is really important.  Again, there's been studies that 
people that keep a gratitude journal just before they go to sleep, they actually sleep better at 
night.  They have a more restful sleep.  So, there's all sorts of ways that this can impact your life 
in a really wonderful and exciting and healing ways. 
 
Jen:  What I love about your blog and probably my favorite prompts are the ones with no words 
when you were going around and you were just taking a picture of some things. 
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  And you would tell us just to write from that picture.  You would not believe what comes 
out because everybody is going to get a different hit off of what this picture means to them.  So, 
sometimes it's like a girl and an elephant and you're just looking at it and you're like okay, I'm 
gonna see this and start writing and then what you end up writing about is your grandmother 
somewhere 4 sentences down the road.  So it's really amazing what these prompts can do 
because if you are intimidated by writing or your are not a creative writer, I am not – well, I 
would say, I am now –  
 
Rory:  Yes, you are.  Definitely. 
 
Jen:  But before I started writing, I certainly didn’t think that I could generate creative ideas.  So 
just having the prompt there to make me start just thinking what would I – like what is the story, 
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my favorite exercise you did was when you gave us the two cards and I had one card that have 
like a 15th century man on it and the cup cake and I was like, "What am I going to write about 
this?"  And then I felt like the funniest story I have ever written came out because of these 
prompts.  It was a story I never would have created myself but because of having something as 
simple as a prompt or a picture or just looking at it at your desk and picking an object and 
saying, "I'm going to write about this lipstick over here." 
 
Rory:  Yes absolutely, anything.  Once you feel safe enough to give yourself permission, 
anything can happen and I think that's the interesting thing about when I really realized what I 
needed to start Write To Be You.  I thought I needed people to take risks but I needed them to do 
it in a safe environment and the word "risk" and "safety" they don’t really fit together.  You think 
like risk and that's not safe, that’s scary but as I said, if you create the right conditions and you 
feel safe enough and the safety aspect really starts to kick in after you have kind of confronted 
the inner critic because it's not fake if you have a bully leaning over you while you are trying to 
write about a cupcake and a king. So, it's very much about tapping into our inner child and 
allowing ourselves because the reason that exercise worked so beautifully for you Jen is because 
you were just playful.  At that point you really had given yourself permission to kind of try it out.  
I'm going to experiment, I'm going to – creativity is about risk-taking but I think for creativity 
really to take root and to really blossom and for these beautiful shoots to grow, you need the 
conditions of a safe ground. 
 
Jen:  Absolutely.  Now, I want to bring back one point that you made that I think is really 
important; and that when you don’t know what to write, actually writing the words "I don’t know 
what to write" because sometimes I have – I almost have so many emotions, I am overwhelmed  
 
and I have a hard time; I mean you have experience this with me maybe several hundred times 
now but I feel so deeply and I am feeling so much emotion that I don’t even know how to get it 
out.  So, I will start now with my journal and knowing that I need the journal to feel better but 
not knowing where to start, I would say, "I don’t know what I want to say today, I have no idea 
what I am supposed to be writing right now, I don’t know what I want to be saying –" and then 
eventually, what needs to be said starts coming out of the pen.  So, just starting with something 
like "I don’t know what to say," the words will come.   
 
Rory:  Yes absolutely and I think that's why the timer is good.  I really do suggest – I'm all about 
a container, like a book is the container, the timer is a container, like if you have some 
boundaries that creates safety.  So, if even if for five minutes the first few times that you try 
that's stuck and block, if you keep writing for five minutes, "I don’t know what to write," next 
time, if you give yourself permission to do it two days later, I passionately believe that 
something else will come even if you have to write that out for two or three days.  Eventually 
like is said, you get so tired of that that you'll allow.  It's about allowing, it's that letting go, you'll 
allow a spaciousness to come into your heart and you'll think what needs to move in, what needs 
to come in.  Even if it's scary, like I'm going to open the door, I'm going to welcome it, I'm going 
to see what it has to say.   
 
Jen:  So, I want to talk about now – because we have talked about some serious stuff here and I 
want to talk about Playing Along because I love this book and this was kind of part of your own 
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inner critic story of being rejected from this book and then finally putting it out into the world.  
So, I want to talk – I want to hear a little bit about your transition and I want people to know 
about it and then I just want them to know a little bit about the book as it's a great fun read. 
 
Rory:  Oh, thank you so much.  Well, yes, Playing Along was my baby, not my baby but I 
nurtured and nourished it for years and I was so excited about getting it published because at that 
point in my life, I was so intent on the product.  I was so intent on – I wanted the A from the 
teacher, I wanted the publishers to accept – as we all do, I wanted them to accept it and publish it 
and in fact, like I said, it was such a relief and a release for me when I could let that go and 
something so much more nourishing grew out of it.  But then I was left with my baby crying.  
The baby was still there and my baby wanted attention.  The reason I loved to share my writing 
is because I like it to make waves in the world.  I like to share stories.  I wrote Playing Along, I 
hope it's a soulful and light-hearted romantic comedy but when I say light, it doesn’t mean that it 
doesn’t have soul.  I kind of wanted both to come – I wanted both to coalesce; the soul and the 
joy and I wrote it at a time when I was training to be a psychotherapist and actually the work in 
my life was – emotionally it was very heavy and it was very dark and I kind of needed to 
counteract that.  So, I would go home and write this buoyant story that lifted my heart.  It's about 
a musician and it's about kind of a long-distance connection and soul-mates and I hope it's funny.  
I really wanted it to be funny and humorous.  Anyway, after Write To Be You got started and my 
baby was still crying, the manuscript was still there, I realized that I was just so not interested 
anymore in getting that A from the teacher.  I just wanted my work to vibrate out in the world, 
which is why I written it in the first place and we are living in this extraordinary time where we 
can self publish.  So I self-published and it was just such a wonderful experience that the baby 
got to be born and be met by other people and other people resonated with my baby and it was 
really special.  It was lovely and at that point, I kind of let go of – it didn’t matter to me if 20 
people read it or 2000 people read it.  I just wanted some people to read it and that's – I was 
lucky more than 20 people read it and people are still reading it, which is lovely.  I kind of 
wanted to model that for the clients that I was working with as well.  That it doesn’t have to only 
be – there's not just one singular route where there's these external assessors saying, "Yes, you 
are accepted."  I don’t think writing should be so exclusive.  I believe we are all naturally writers, 
I really believe that, as you know.  I kind of wanted to throw the gates open and say to 
everybody, "Come to the party, we can all do this." 
 
Jen:  As the person who is guiding us through this experience, one thing that – I was really 
happy that you released this book while I was in one of your courses and it was to watch you 
kind of "walk your talk" because you had been sitting there the entire time guiding us through 
this experience but we don’t always get to hear your writing –  
 
 
Rory:  Yes  
 
Jen:  – throughout the class and also, you were having to face the same issues that we are having 
to face with our own inner critic.  So, to see you actually let it out into the world and say, I'm 
throwing it out there, it actually gave me more confidence to be like, all right, she's walking the 
talk.  It was amazing but I just recommend that book to anybody who just wants to smile for like 
hours while they are reading it because I was laughing, I was smiling, I could not put it down.  I 
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did one of those things I tell people not to do all the time; I stayed up all night reading.  It was so 
much fun.  So, how can people find out more about you and your services and then obviously 
your blog prompts, which I think are amazing? 
 
Rory:  Well, my website which you mentioned in the beginning is Writetobeyou.com and I was 
writing a weekly blog for about a year.  I am not writing a weekly at the moment but all the 
archives are there.  So there's still a huge resource there for people who want to go back and read 
my blog posts which is – the blog posts are mainly a little bit about what's going on for me at that 
time and kind of what psychological and symbolic things are happening in my life and then I 
have the prompt at the end.  I hope to get people's juices stirred up and they can read what's 
going on with me and see if it resonates with them but then equally they can take that prompt at 
the end and run with it and do whatever they wish.  There is also some image prompts on there, 
which I call "Ready Steady Write" which is just – there's a picture as you said, I did that in the 
workshop but I also have some of those on the website where there's a picture and you can just 
use that as a springboard and jump from there.  Then my workshop – I live in L.A., my 
workshops are only in L.A.  So I decided recently that I wanted to extend the work that I do with 
Write To Be You; so I am now working one-to-one with people over Skype and I call those REC 
sessions.  And the REC is R-E-C which is the Reflect, Explore, Create.  Those for me are the 
very basic principles and the founding principles of Write To Be You.  So I call them REC 
sessions and I love the idea that – like I said, it's painful; I am one of these crazy people that I 
actually like the painful things because I think so many positive things can come from facing our 
pains and our disturbances and our difficulties rather than avoiding them.  So REC sessions can  
be painful but they can be also incredibly fun and playful and cathartic and it's really a chance 
for people to work with me to explore their creative blocks and their relationship to themselves. 
 
Jen:  So, are those just hourly sessions?  Is that how that works? 
 
Rory:  Yes, I am just kind of launching it now so it's in its baby stages.  But yes, it's hourly 
sessions and then you can book in blocks.  So I can work with somebody just one-to-one for one 
hour or you could book a block of six.  If you book more than one, there's a discount offered and 
so I just wanted to find a way, like I said, to just kind of reach out beyond my house and see if I 
could create the container in this kind of a space. 
 
Jen:  That's wonderful and I will probably doing one a day.  So you have that availability once a 
day every day for the rest of my life.   
 
Rory:  Oh yes, I'll pencil you in. 
 
 
Jen:  Well, I really want to thank you for talking to us today and giving us some very practical 
tips on how to turn down the inner critic which is not as hard as you think it will be.   
 
Rory:  Well, I don’t think it is, I think once you start to, again just keep some lovely images in 
your mind about throwing water on the witch.  The monster is really big but once you start to 
have a dialogue with that monster, hear what it has to say – the exercise when you have the inner 
critic write to you, it's almost like it's so absurd, people end up laughing.  I can't believe we are 
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saying these absurd things to ourselves because it's a real opportunity for you to then question, 
"Is this really true or am I just living my life as if it is true?"  But in fact if I question it, so much 
of it is just an illusion.  So, in that way, that big monster can shrink to something much more 
manageable, a little portable monster that you can carry in your pockets. 
 
Jen:  It's sort of like that meme that's going around right now and it said, "I am not sad, I have 
sad.  I also have fingernails but I am not fingernails either." 
 
Rory:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  So, it's like you are not your thoughts.  You have thoughts but you are not your thoughts 
and you are not this voice, that this inner critic.  You might have an inner critic but you are not 
the inner critic.   
 
Rory:  Yes, and your life certainly doesn’t need to be dictated by it and will be a much better, 
more productive, healthier, more joyful life if you allow your inner critic to step back; if you do 
this work rather than just trying to shove them away.  I don’t believe that ever works but if you 
take the time to pay attention, really, what's going on, then I think it will have this opportunity to 
re-imagine and to rewrite their stories which comes a full circle.  We have these lifescripts that 
we think are set in stone, carved in stone; they don’t have to be.  We all have opportunities to 
rewrite our stories. 
 
Jen:  Yes and rewrite our health; I would say as well. 
 
Rory:  Absolutely, yes.  It's all combined. 
 
Jen:  So, thank you so much for talking to us today, it's just been a great pleasure. 
 
Rory:  It's been lovely hanging out with you Jen, I miss you.   
 

END OF PRESENTATION 


